
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

8 May 2024 
 
 
 
 
The Hon. Ben Franklin, MLC The Hon. Greg Piper MP 
President Speaker 
Legislative Council Legislative Assembly 
Parliament House Parliament House 
SYDNEY NSW 2000 SYDNEY NSW 2000 
 

Dear Mr President and Mr Speaker 

Erratum notice – NSW Ombudsman special report: Revenue NSW – The lawfulness of its garnishee 
order process 

My office has identified an error in the special report, Revenue NSW – The lawfulness of its garnishee 
order process, I tabled in Parliament pursuant to s 31 of the Ombudsman Act 1974 on Tuesday, 30 April 
2024.  

Annexure B to the report contains a number of legal opinions, and documents relied on in those 
opinions, obtained by Revenue NSW and the NSW Ombudsman and referred to in the report.  

However, due to an administrative error by my office, the copy of the appendices attached to the report 
that was tabled was missing 5 page numbers in the appendix (30 to 36). This impacted the page 
numbering in the remaining pages, and in the appendix table of contents. There were also two 
hyperlinks in the appendix table of contents that did not link to the correct appendix page.  

These errors have now been corrected and I enclose the corrected appendices. There are no corrections 
other than to page numbering and the resulting updates to page numbers and hyperlinks in the table of 
contents. 

We are reviewing our quality assurance and sign off procedures for tabling reports to reduce the 
likelihood of issues such as this happening in the future.  

I would appreciate your assistance in ensuring the erratum notice is tabled and the corrected copy of the 
appendices is made public at the first available opportunity. Following your acknowledgement, I will 
update the report on our website. 

I apologise for any inconvenience caused and thank you for your assistance in ensuring the public record 
of my office’s work is accurate.  

Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Paul Miller 
NSW Ombudsman 

Our reference: C/2023/6799 
Contact:  Cathy Ciano 

Telephone:  02 9286 1001 
Email: cciano@ombo.nsw.gov.au  
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